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DxO Labs Advanced is your gateway to powerful image-
processing tools for full RAW or JPEG images as well as

for RAW files from the most recent digital cameras.
Among the features are the ability to simulate the film

characteristic curves for Silver, Green, and Red (A, B, and
C) channels, a tone-mapping tool, an exposure-correction
algorithm, a sepia filter, and the ability to adjust the blue,
red, and green components of the image independently.
DxO Labs also offers Capture 1 Pro 7, a robust RAW

development and editing tool, as well as presets for Adobe
Lightroom 3. Editors' note: The Mac version of Capture 1

Pro 7 will be released later this month. DxO Labs helps
photographers get the most out of their images through

powerful automatic enhancements. But the company's main
interest is in teaching photographers about the correct way
to process images. DxO Labs Advanced is a collection of

tests performed on the images created by DxO Labs'
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proprietary software. The software creates two sets of test
images, one with color information (i.e., color matrices,

RGB histograms, gradients, etc.) and another without, and
compares them with results from other software. In

addition to the tests performed by DxO Labs itself, the
software includes several correction algorithms and a tone-
mapping feature. Viewers of the color side of the equation

can examine how photos created with certain RAW-
processing software compare to DxO Labs' results, while
those who prefer to test images without color information
can make use of the so-called "no-color mode." "When it
comes to image-processing software, photographers are
tired of hearing what they should and shouldn't do to get

the perfect image," said DxO Labs CEO Robert Simmon.
"DxO Labs Advanced will tell you what works, why it

works, and what does not work. We've amassed the largest
database of image-processing knowledge on the Internet
and are making it available to our customers." Simmon
adds that the test results are easily comparable because

they're based on real RAW files from cameras with
different sensor sizes and color gamuts. DxO Labs has
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already created test results for a small fraction of its RAW
files and users can download this material for free. DxO

Labs Advanced is available for $99.95. Tech Specs Feature
Summary
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DxO FilmPack is a plug-in and
standalone tool for Adobe Photoshop
and DxO Optics Pro. DxO FilmPack
digitally simulates the vivid colors of
Kodachrome 64, .DxO FilmPack is a
plug-in and standalone tool for Adobe
Photoshop and DxO Optics Pro. DxO
FilmPack digitally mimics the vibrant
colors of Kodachrome 64, showcases
natural colors, and produces the natural
look of Fujicolor Superia and
Kodachrome film. FilmPack has color
tools to help you create a realistic
display. If you work in the film or TV
industry, DxO FilmPack can enhance
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your projects and make them more
realistic. fffad4f19a
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